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PSA's FOR MOUSTACHE, BEARD & HAIRY LEG CONTEST local radio, TV
: 30
HERE'S A GREAT EXCUSE FOR NOT SHAVING THIS WINTER. THE ANNUAL UNIVERSITY OF 
MONTANA FORESTER'S BALL WILL AWARD PRIZES TO THE MEN WITH THE BEST BEARDS STARTED 
BEFORE AND AFTER NOVEMBER THIRD, THE BEST MUTTON CHOP SIDEBURNS, THE BEST HANDLE­
BAR MOUSTACHE AND THE MOST COLORFUL BEARD. WOMEN WITH THE HAIRIEST LEGS ALSO WILL 
WIN PRIZES. JUDGING WILL BE JANUARY 15TH 1981. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE 
FORESTER'S BALL CONTEST COORDINATORS AT 243-5835 OR 243-4859. STOP SHAVING NOW 
AND START GROWING YOUR AWARD-WINNING HAIR FOR THE UM FORESTER'S BALL "MOUSTACHE, 
BEARD AND HAIRY LEG CONTEST."
: 30
YOU MAY NOT GET INTO THE GUINNESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS, BUT YOU MIGHT GET A PRIZE 
FOR NOT SHAVING IF YOU ENTER THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA FORESTER'S BALL "MOUSTACHE, 
BEARD AND HAIRY LEG CONTEST." PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN TO THE WOMEN WITH THE HAIRIEST 
LEGS AND TO MEN WITH THE BEST BEARDS, MUTTON CHOP SIDEBURNS, HANDLEBAR MOUSTACHES 
AND THE MOST COLORFUL BEARDS. THE CONTEST IS OPEN TO ANYONE WHO HAS MORE THAN PEACH 
FUZZ AND WHO LIKES TO BE REWARDED FOR HAVING FUN. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 243-5835 
OR 243-4859. STAY WARMER THIS WINTER AND ENTER THE UM FORESTER'S BALL "MOUSTACHE, 
BEARD AND HAIRY LEG CONTEST." IT COSTS LESS THAN SHAVING.
